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Context

• Departmental curriculum ‘threads’:

– Awareness of Sustainability

– Communication skills

• CIV172 – Introduction to Sustainable Civil Engineering

• Includes coverage of energy, waste, climate change, • Includes coverage of energy, waste, climate change, 
pollution and water management , social and 
economic aspects & ethics …

• Assessment

– 50% Examination (on-line test)

– 50% Coursework (Design of a Sustainable Building)
• Week 9 of Semester 1

– Note, class size > 100 



Coursework – Design Project

• Outline conceptual design for student accommodation

• Showcase for sustainable building concepts

• 3-5 storeys high

• Total floor area 1500 m2

• Parking for at least 15 cars

• Information about the site ..• Information about the site ..



Guidance on Report Content
• Consider:

– Building shape and orientation

– Main construction materials

– Lighting, heating and ventilation

– Stormwater management, water supply and sewage treatment

– Landscape features

– Any other features you believe to be important

• In each case provide a statement of your design decision and • In each case provide a statement of your design decision and 
justification for choice.  Any limitations of the site?

• Site plan + sketches of key elevation(s)

• Report to a client:
– Summary

– Numbered sections

– Numbered pages and Table of Contents

– Appropriate written English, attention to spelling and grammar

– Don’t include detailed design or costs

– 2000 words



Specific Tutorial Guidance – 3 sessions

• Report structure, grammar and style (particularly highlighting common 
errors that I’ve encountered in the past):

– Keep things concise, factual and formal

– Avoid colloquialisms and casual language

– No marks for ‘flowery’ language or creative writing

– You do not need to write pages about the importance of saving the planet .. 
focus on your design and how it contributes to sustainabilityfocus on your design and how it contributes to sustainability

– Avoid writing in the first or second person
• � “I think ..”, “My building ..”, “As you can see ..”

• � “The proposed building ..”

• Interactive exercises aimed at understanding what constitutes a good 
summary and conclusions

• Library session on referencing and plagiarism

• Live demonstration of MS Word tools for automatic section numbering 
and Table of Contents generation

• A strong recommendation for John Davies’ book



Assessment Criteria & Peer Review

• Students encouraged to bring draft reports to a 

tutorial one week before submission

• Reports were swapped and marked using a detailed 

explanation of marking criteriaexplanation of marking criteria





Note that 40% of the report mark was for presentation



Assessment and Feedback

• Reports were submitted on-line (Blackboard)

• Marked using turnitin GradeMark
– Assessment criteria as shown previously

– Comment library for common errors (or positive feedback)

– QuickMark comments for more specific individual points

– No 30 cm pile of paperwork ..  more sustainable!– No 30 cm pile of paperwork ..  more sustainable!

– Team marking and remote marking very easily done

• PG Demonstrators
– Helped achieve reasonable turn-around times (generally 

not quite achieving 3-week target, but ready for the start 
of second semester, which is when they needed it)

– I double-marked a sub-sample for QA



Assessment and Feedback



Student Feedback

• Individual graded reports – example

• Class feedback

– Explained marking ranges, i.e. 70% is good!

– Advice on common errors (and another plug for John’s – Advice on common errors (and another plug for John’s 

book!)



Concluding Remarks

• Early introduction to the importance of good 
communication skills

• Focusing on an interesting design project – helped with 
engagement

• Explain what we expect and provide tutorial support• Explain what we expect and provide tutorial support

• Use of GradeMark and PG Demonstrators to streamline 
the process and maximise the opportunities for timely 
and meaningful feedback

• An observation: many students just want their mark –
how do we persuade them to fully make use of all this 
feedback?


